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Matrix algorithms are an important part of many digital signal processing applications as they are core
kernels that are usually required to be applied many times while computing different tasks. Hardware
assisted implementations using FPGAs provide a good compromise between performance, cost and
power consumption, specially when high level synthesis techniques are employed for deriving co-processors.
In this paper a high level synthesis approach to generate embedded processor arrays for matrix
algorithms based on the polytope model is presented. The proposed approach provides a solution for
efficient data memory accesses and data transferring for feeding the processor array, as well as support
for solving problems independently of their size and limited only by the FPGA available resources. The
proposed approach has been validated by generating processor arrays for three different matrix algo-
rithms used in digital signal processing applications; more precisely matrix–matrix multiplication,
Cholesky and LU decomposition algorithms. These algorithms were targeted for a Spartan-6 device and
compared against their sequential implementations targeted for a MicroBlaze processor in order to
provide a general view of the gain achieved by the processor arrays when the arrays and sequential
processors are implemented in the same technology. Results show that the implemented arrays
outperforms hardware and software implementations considering an embedded platforms scenario with
a Spartan-6 device.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Traditionally, the intensive computational performance
required in several applications were met only by technology
advances like smaller transistor area, higher clock rates and other
improvements. However, problems like power dissipation and
thermal constraints have emerged as dominant design issues; forc-
ing computer designers away from relying on increasing frequency
to improve performance. Thus, using multiple processing units for
performing parallel computations and completing a larger volume
of work in shorter time periods has became the current trend in
order to improve performance in several domains, like digital sig-
nal processing [1]. Nowadays, the main trend for achieving greater
performance and increasing the computational efficiency is by
exploiting different forms of parallelism such as instruction level
parallelism (ILP), data level parallelism (DLP) or loop level paral-
lelism (LLP).
Among these forms of parallelism, the LLP approach is widely
used in the scientific computing and digital signal processing com-
munities, since roughly at least an 80% of the execution time of
sequential programs is typically spent in computing nested loops,
which represent the 20% of program codes [2]. Besides, several
numeric kernels used in digital signal processing applications can
be computed in forms of nested loops, representing niches of
opportunities for being implemented in hardware platforms
exploiting the LLP. These numeric kernels are required in order
to build ‘‘complex’’ algorithms on electronic systems. Algorithms
such as matrix multiplication, matrix decomposition, convolution
and system equations solvers are used as base for building more
complex systems. For example, matrix multiplication is required
in some Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm implementations
[3]; whereas matrix decompositions, such as Cholesky, LU or QR,
are used in MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) systems [4],
facial feature extraction [5], classification and target tracking in
wireless sensor networks [6], orthogonal matching pursuit for sig-
nal reconstruction in compressed sensing theory [7], and least-
square estimation (LSE) and multiple-parameter linear regression
(MLR) [8].
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Traditionally, the parallelism of the aforementioned numeric
kernels has been exploited by using digital signal processors
(DSPs) which are optimized for performing in parallel the most
common used operations in signal processing applications like
multiplication–accumulation (MAC) operation, and in recent years
highly specialized coprocessor units based on field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs) platforms have been used for exploiting the
LLP by taking advantage of spatial computing paradigm [9].
However, a considerable effort and time are required to develop
such hardware implementations leaving to computer designers
the responsibility of crafting these highly specialized application-
specific architectures. Hence, hardware assisted approaches for
automatically generating dedicated hardware architectures, are
beneficial for implementing loop-based algorithms and extracting
their parallelism.

High-level synthesis (HLS) methods allow the automatic gen-
eration of hardware circuits from behavioral descriptions, favoring
a faster exploration and evaluation of possible hardware architec-
tures compared to traditional hardware design flows. Generally,
HLS methods try to extract automatically the parallelism from an
algorithmic representation, and at the same time, derive parallel
hardware structures from this algorithmic input. The target
hardware circuit derived by HLS methods consist of a structural
composition of data-path, control and memory elements. The
fundamental tasks in HLS methods are decomposed into hardware
modeling, scheduling, resource allocation and binding, and control
generation [10]. Although several HLS methods can be found in the
literature, each of them uses different hardware models deriving
different kinds of hardware architectures. Models like the con-
trol-data flow graphs (CDFG) [11], the hierarchical task graphs
(HTGs) [12], the Kahn process networks [13] and the polytope
model [14] have been employed by the HLS community.
Although some these HLS approaches use as algorithmic represen-
tation loop-based algorithms they do not offer any parallelization,
since they generate highly-pipelined mono-processors in order to
achieve a higher data throughput. However, the polytope model
[10] is able to expose the loop level parallelism of sequential
loop-based programs by providing an abstraction to represent loop
computations of an input specification as integer points inside of a
polyhedron. As a result, the polytope model could be used for the
synthesis of hardware architectures exploiting the LLP in digital
signal processing algorithms in the form of highly-pipelined
mono-processors [15] or processor arrays [16,17]. Processor arrays
are regular, locally connected and massively parallel architectures
with simple processing elements (PEs), whose structure is well
suited for their implementation into FPGAs.

In this paper, a HLS approach for generating processor arrays for
matrix based algorithms using the polytope model is presented.
The proposed approach provides a complete system, integrating
the processor array data-path (PEs architecture and processor
array interconnection), the control structure for generating the
activation and control signals, and the memory interface for insert-
ing/extracting data to/from the processor array which could be
used in FPGAs or in VLSI designs. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 presents a general overview of related works
concerning the processor array generation within the polytope
model context and a brief discussion about these works. A descrip-
tion of the processor array generation using the polytope model is
presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed architec-
tural designs focusing on the controller generation and the mem-
ory system for inserting/extracting data to/from the processor
array. Resource utilization, acceleration and throughput results
compared against a soft-processor implementation for three
algorithms are presented in Section 5, while the conclusions are
presented in Section 6.
2. Related work

Although several HLS methods have been proposed in the lit-
erature, only few of them are focused on the generation of parallel
architectures by using the polytope model. In this section a review
of these HLS methods is presented. One of these works about HLS
within the polytope scope is the MMAlpha programming environ-
ment [17], which transforms an input specification in form of a sys-
tem of uniform recurrence equations (SURE) into VHDL code
describing a processor array, and to a C code for simulation purpose.
MMAlpha has been targeted for solving linear equation systems,
string matching, computing scores for hidden Markov model, finite
impulse response (FIR) filter and matrix–matrix multiplication
(MatMul). One characteristic that these algorithms share is that
their loop bounds form rectangular shapes. In fact, cases where
the design methodologyfollowed by MMAlpha is used for generat-
ing processor arrays (full-size or partitioned) for algorithms whose
loop bounds form non-rectangular shapes (e.g. back substitution,
Cholesky, QR and LU decompositions algorithms) have been not
shown. Moreover, although all processor arrays generated in a
full-size fashion are size-dependent, processor arrays synthesized
by MMAlpha using partitioning transformation are unable to solve
several problem size instances, i.e. if the problem size for which the
processor array was derived changes, a new processor array with its
respective controller should be generated. Within the context of
MMAlpha environmental tool, Plesco in [18] presents a hand-made
solution for interfacing an external memory with a processor array
of 4 � 4 PEs generated by MMAlpha tool by using the MatMul of
complex numbers of 32-bit word size. This hand-made solution is
only a specific implementation without any generalization for other
cases of study. Also, within the MMAlpha framework and using the
MatMul algorithm, Derrien in [19] deals with I/O aspects involved
in the processor array generation by proposing a methodology to
derive a set of conflict free I/O data pipelines along the processor
array boundaries.

Another tool for automatic processor array generation is PARO
[16], which is able to map computational intensive nested loop
programs into parallel architectures that are translated into
VHDL code. Similarly to MMAlpha, PARO uses a special input
specification in form of SURE called dynamic piecewise regular
algorithms (DRPAs), which are a generalization of the SUREs. The
PARO processor array synthesis consists of three steps: synthesis
of the processor elements, generation of the control structure
and derivation of the interconnection topology [20]. The hardware
synthesis generates a register transfer level (RTL) description
which is later translated and optimized into VHDL code. Also,
PARO is able to automatically generate VHDL test-benches in order
to perform the verification of the processor array. The controllers
generated by PARO use combined global and local control facilities.
Such controllers are in charge of orchestrating data transfer and
computations for processor arrays, and they are based on the use
of counters, decoders, address generators, and glue logic for inter-
facing the processor array to other components integrated in
system-on-a-chip (SoC) environments. However, the data I/O is
only proposed to be done either by functional simulation, by direct
memory access (DMA), or by software running on a host processor
[21]. Moreover, cases of study presented during the development
of PARO tool include MatMul algorithm [22], FIR filter [23], discrete
cosine transform (DCT), and images filters like edge detection,
bilateral [24] and gaussian filters [16]. MatMul, FIR and edge detec-
tion algorithms are cases of study that show how PARO could be
used for generating partitioned arrays [16]. As the same case of
MMAlpha, algorithms targeted in PARO tool have the rectangular
loop bound shape characteristic. Although during the development
of PARO, the mathematical theory for deriving processor arrays
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from algorithms with non-rectangular loop bound shapes has been
developed, cases of study where partitioning transformations are
applied to algorithms whose loop bounds are not rectangular (like
QR, Cholesky an LU decomposition algorithms) have been not
shown. Moreover, processor arrays derived by PARO are size
dependent due to the assumption of fixed tile sizes [24], and they
do not use complex hardware operations used in matrix decompo-
sitional algorithm.

Another framework for mapping perfectly nested loops into
processor arrays implemented in FPGAs is presented by Uday
et al. in [25]. In this framework, two global controllers associated
with different dimensional times are used for the control signal
generation, and each one of these controllers streams the activa-
tion signals from a particular corner of the processor array with
certain delay. Partitioning is supported by using multidimensional
scheduler in a local parallel global serial approach, but it lacks of
information about any memory support (like FIFO elements) for
the used partitioning approach. The authors show only the
MatMul algorithm implemented as a processor array, but informa-
tion about an external memory module in charge of providing data
is not mentioned.

An automatic tool for the generation of processor arrays is the
PICO-NPA (Program-In Chip-Out and Non-Programmable
Accelerator), which is a commercial system for synthesizing hard-
ware co-processors from perfectly nested loop C programs [26].
The project was developed in the HP Palo Alto research laboratory
and now it is being commercialized by Synopsys with the name of
PICO Express [27]. This tool generates synthesizable HDL code that
defines several RTL algorithmic specifications and HDL test-bench
codes for each RTL specification. PICO is able to exploit four
different levels of parallelism: loop, instruction, inter-task and
intra-task. Basically, the PICO target architecture is built on three
hierarchical levels. The first one consists of simple processing ele-
ments containing arithmetical units. The second level consists of a
set of processing elements (PEs) locally interconnected called pro-
cessing array (PA), which incorporates local memories for reducing
the bandwidth of external memory accesses. The third is made of a
set of PAs connected by FIFO memories called pipeline of process-
ing arrays (PPA). A controller is in charge of orchestrating the
operations of all PAs, while an interface is used to communicate
with a host computer. Data transfers from CPU to the PPA are real-
ized by specialized hardware units. It should be noted that a PA is
similar to the processor arrays in the sense that a it is composed by
simple processing elements interconnected between them in a reg-
ular and local fashion. Unfortunately, since PICO is a proprietary
technology, several details are omitted.

One recent HLS work for deriving sequential hardware with a
high parallelism level is proposed in [28] by Alias et al. This
methodology relies on FloPoCo an open-source tool for FPGA float-
ing point arithmetic-core generation [29]. As input specification it
takes a C program and the amount of desired pipeline stages, pro-
ducing VHDL code as result. The input C program is changed by
using some transformation within the polytope context like the
loop blocking transformation. Alias et al. show that, from this
sequential implementation, obtaining a parallel version by repli-
cating the sequential processor is possible. The control generated
by their semi-automatic methodology is composed by a single
finite state machine (FSM) that captures the whole loop nest
execution sequence. Also, this control generates external memory
addresses for where the input/output data is stored.

Although tools like PARO and MMAlpha produce partitioned
processor array in different ways, they lack of parametric support.
If the problem size for which they were targeted changes, theacti-
vation sequence changes too, and consequently a new processor
array must be synthesized in order to generate a new activation
sequence. Besides, the cases of study used in the aforementioned
works have been focused on algorithms whose loop bounds form
rectangular shapes, leaving behind decompositional matrix algo-
rithms like QR, LU and Cholesky, which could be used in embedded
platforms. It is important to emphasize that albeit PARO provides
mathematical support for any kind of loop bound shapes, it does
not show any case of study of processor arrays implementation
with non-rectangular loop bounds. Additionally, there are few
attempts for deriving memory interfaces for processor arrays con-
structed by using the polytope model, and most of them are limit-
ed to specific algorithms like in [18] without any generalization for
the other cases of study. In these reviewed works, it is assumed
that data are fed and read to/from the processor array as needed
and no details are given about the external memory interface.

Table 1 shows a detailed comparison among the three most
similar works related to this work. This table specifies the kind of
algorithm that each tool has been targeted, the kind of allocation
technique supported by the tool and the three main characteristics
of this work compared to other ones: the support for non-
rectangular loop bound shape, problem size independency and
external memory support. Mainly, the allocation techniques con-
sist of four different approaches. The projection approach results
on full-size processor arrays dependent of the problem size,
whereas co-partitioning, local parallel-global serial (LPGS) and
local serial-global parallel (LSGP) approaches derive processor
arrays which virtualize the full-size array into a smaller array with
a fixed number of processors.
3. Processor array generation on the polytope model

The polytope model provides an abstraction to represent com-
putations in a sequential loop program or in a more general repre-
sentation like a piecewise linear algorithm (PRA), which is a
specific form of the SUREs. A PRA is a set of N quantified equations
and each equation Si[I] is defined for all I 2 I i according to:

xi½Pi I
!� ¼ F ið. . . ; xj½Q j I

!�~dji; . . .�Þ if CI
ið I
!Þ ð1Þ

where xi, xj are affinely indexed variables. The indexing functions of
the variables are defined by the constant indexing identity matrices
Pi, Qj and by the i-th constant integer dependence vector dji of the

corresponding dimension. CiIð I
!Þ is called iteration dependent condi-

tion of an equation. F i denotes arbitrary functions and the dots
denote similar arguments. Ii is an integral subset I # Zn called itera-
tion space of the PRA. The vector I represents an iteration point I 2 I i.
Some variables in the PRA represent the data input and output from
an arbitrary external source in form of I/O variables.

A general design flow followed for the generation of processor
arrays within the polytope model is shown in Fig. 1a. First, the ori-
ginal program, or source polytope is represented as a PRA (Fig. 1b).
From the source polytope, information like data dependences (in
form of dependence vectors dji) among the variables, latency of
operations in hardware, and the type of variable present in the
PRA is extracted and gathered into a reduced dependence graph
(RDG). Together, the iteration space I and the RDG are employed

to define a scheduler (~k) and an allocation (U) functions. Basically,
the purpose of the scheduler is to assign a computation date for
each task of the PRA; whereas the allocation assigns the tasks to
all the PEs such as no two tasks with the same computation date
are assigned to be executed on the same PE. In the context of this
work, the linear scheduling proposed by Darte et al. in [30] is used,
since it derives asymptotically functions equivalent to the best
scheduler; that is the difference between the total execution time
of the best linear scheduler and a scheduler which assign compu-
tation times as soon as data are available is bounded by a constant
independent of the problem size. On the other hand, the allocation



Table 1
Comparison of the proposed approach against other works.

PARO [16] MMAlpha [17] Uday [25] This work

Algorithms supported
Matrix–matrix based U U U U

FIR and convolution U U U

Image filtering U

Matrix decompositions U

Allocation technique
Projection U U U

LPGS U U U

LSGP U U

Co-partitioning U

Non-rectangular U

Problem size independency U

External memory support U

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) Processor array design flow followed in this research. (b) Matrix–matrix multiplication PRA. (c) Processor array derived by the design flow.
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functions used in this work are obtained from a user proposed pro-
jection vector~u, according to [16]. By using the projection vector, it
is possible to derive full-size processor arrays which are later par-
titioned. Along with the scheduler and the allocation function, a
time interval between two successive computations performed
by the same PE, called iteration interval, is calculated from these
functions. Together, the scheduler and allocation functions are
used to perform a space–time mapping over the source polytope
in order to obtain the target polytope. The target polytope contains
the same iteration points of the source polytope, but in a new coor-
dinate system in which a dimension is strictly temporal and the
others are strictly spatial, i.e. the space–time mapping divides the
source polytope I into two subspaces T and P which define a time
and a processor space, respectively.

Applying the space–time transformation full-size problem
dependent processor arrays unsuitable of being implemented for
large iteration spaces can be derived. Partitioning helps to derive
processor arrays independent of the problem size by using a fixed
number of processors and preserving the interconnection topology
among PEs. Depending on the interpretation of the partitioning
transformation several approaches could be obtained. The LPGS
partitioning approach refers to compute in parallel the iteration
points covered by a tile and execute the remaining tiles sequential-
ly. On the other hand, the LSGP approach refers to execute the
iteration points inside of the congruent tiles sequentially, but com-
puting the rest of tiles in parallel fashion. In this work, the proces-
sor arrays using the LPGS approach are derived by using strip
mining technique. Strip mining consists of dividing the dimension
of the processor space into strips, resulting in processor spaces
divided by congruent tiles. Each strip divides one dimension of
the processor space by a constant stride of size SSpk, and it adds
new dimensions for scanning them without adding these indexes
to the PRA [31]. The stride size SSp0 defines the size of a one-di-
mensional processor array, whereas SSp0 and SSp1 define the size
of a two-dimensional array, i.e. T 2 Z and P 2 Z2, respectively.
Once these transformations (space–time mapping and partition-
ing) have been applied, the controller [16,17], the processor array
topology [20,24], the PE data-path [16,17] and the memory
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controller [18,32] are synthesized (Fig. 1c). The controller indicates
when a PE inside the processor array must be activated at a given
time, and which operation must be performed inside of the PE. The
interconnection topology specifies how data travels through the
array, while the PE data-path performs the computations required
by the algorithm. Since the processor space is partitioned, some
FIFOs elements are added at the processor array borders in order
to store intermediate data produced by the array when the proces-
sor space is being scanned by the tile indexes, avoiding external
memory accesses. Finally the memory system feeds the processor
array with data coming from an external memory, and at the same
time, it extracts the data results produced by the array storing
them into an external memory. In the following section, the
generation of the processor array following the design flow shown
in Fig. 1a. is explained.

4. Architectural design

The proposed architectural design consist of three major blocks:
the processor array data-path, the controller, and the memory
interface. It is important to emphasize that for deriving the proces-
sor array data-path of the proposed architecture well-known
mathematical expressions are used [16,17]. However, for sake of
completeness, a brief overview of the derivation of PE data-path
and the interconnection topology of the PEs is presented in
Section 4.1. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 are advocated to describe the
proposed controller and memory interface.

4.1. Data-path

By using the dependence vectors, scheduler, allocation, and
RDG it is possible to determine if a local connection among
processing elements exists, the number of delay elements
(or registers) that must be placed between each connection as well
as the internal PE data-path. Basically, the interconnection of the
PEs is obtained by using the allocation function, and the data
dependences different of zero. Intuitively, for each data depen-
dence vector ~dji–0 in the PRA, a connection from the indexed
variable xj to xi is inferred, i.e. the number of dependence vectors
different from zero provides the number of PE input/output ports.
Each interconnection sji 2 Z corresponds with a dependence
vector dji in the PRA. If sji is different from zero, it indicates that
a connection should be placed between the indexed variables j
and i, otherwise a PE internal feedback should be placed.

The value of sji is calculated as follows:

Sji ¼ U~dji

On the other hand, the number of registers required between
each interconnection sji is determined by using the scheduler func-
tion and data dependence vector ~dji. Similarly to the interconnec-
tion, a delay equal to rji is set between the indexed variables xj
and xi according to:

Sji ¼~k~dji

Finally, the derivation of the PEs data-path is accomplished by

binding the RDG nodes to hardware elements according to CIð~IÞ,
resulting on different types of PEs inside of the processor array.
For example, after space–time transformation, only some PEs will
perform external I/O memory communication while other PEs will
perform a subset of the PRA operations. Thus, the data-path for
each processor type is synthesized from the RDG, since each one
of its nodes denotes a different kind of functionality (input, output,
propagation, and operational). The operational nodes are directly
bound to hardware functional units like adders, multipliers,and
dividers. Some multiplexers are added in case of there are several
nodes corresponding to the same indexed variable. The RDG nodes
labeled as input or output denote I/O ports of the processor array.
These ports are in charge of receiving all data from an external
source and of sending data results to an external source. It is
important to differentiate these processor array I/O ports, which
communicate the processor array with the memory interface, from
the PE I/O ports which are used for interconnect the PEs.

4.2. Controller

The processor array controller is based on a centralized and dis-
tributed modules (Fig. 2). In this approach, the most costly hard-
ware and repetitive operations are placed in the central modules
in order to reduce possible overhead introduced if such operations
were placed in a distributed way; whereas simple operations are
placed into the distributed modules. In this sense, the centralized
control module generates the scanning order of the tile and time
indexes after applying strip mining; whereas the distributed mod-
ules propagates such indexes as well as the control signals through
the processor array; and if it is required, these signals are modified
by the distributed modules.

The centralized part is composed by two modules called
sequence generator and activation-signal injector; whereas the dis-
tributed part is made of several control cells forming a control array
whose interconnection topology is identical to the PEs in the pro-
cessor array. The idea behind the controller is having an special
unit in charge of scanning the divided processor space P, and gen-
erating the time index derived from strip mining and space–time
mapping, respectively. Later these indexes are decoded in order
to know which PE is the first to be activated at the beginning of
each tile, and then propagating an activation signal through the
control array as well as some other information required by the
control cells (like the problem size and current tile iteration). A
detailed description of this controller can be found in one previous
work [31]. However, for sake of completeness, the next subsection
briefly summarize the three controller modules.

The Sequence Generator is a set of specialized counters able to
generate the scanning order of the tile and time indexes obtained
after applying strip mining P. This module is composed by a set
counter-like submodules connected in a cascade fashion. Each
counter-like submodule is able to count between different ranges
of values according to the limits calculated by a combinational
Max/Min submodule. This submodule calculates the maximum
and minimum values at execution time. This kind of run-time eval-
uation, required for supporting a set of problem sizes, is one of the
parameters required by the expressions mapped to the Max/Min
submodules. Inside of each counter-like submodule there is an
internal counter which enables the counting of the counter-like
module at a rate equal to the iteration interval obtained from the
scheduler and allocation functions, i.e. each counter is not neces-
sarily incremented by a unitary step. For each non-processor index
(i.e. time and tile indexes) presented in the partitioned target poly-
tope, a pair of a Max/Min and counter-like sub-module is required.
The advantage of using combinational logic in the Max/Min sub-
modules is that if the bounds of the partitioned processor space
were changed, only by changing the Max/Min expression, the
sequence generator is able to generate the new tile and time index-
es. Moreover, by adding h-pair of counter-like and Max/Min sub-
modules the functionality of h non-processor indexes can be
achieved. Fig. 3 shows the interconnection of counter-like submod-
ules with their respective Max/Min sub-modules when h = 3. The
combinational submodules Max/Min are grey-shaded. Note that
the Hold signal from the inner counter-like submodule is connect-
ed to a counter which establishes the iteration interval P. Some
two-state finite state machines (FSMs) are in charge of generating
the Load and Hold signals of the counter-like submodules, and the



Fig. 2. Processor array controller block diagram.

Fig. 3. Processor array controller block diagram.
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transitions made by these FSM is done accordingly to the iteration
interval P.

The Activation-Signal Injector is a combinational module in
charge of selecting which PE, in the border of the processor array,
must be activated at the first time instant when a new tile is being
scanned. Also, it injects an index bus composed by the indexes gen-
erated by the sequence generator and by the problem size. The rea-
son of injecting this bus is that all PEs should know what tile
iteration is being executed at given time and what is the size of
the problem that is being solved. This information provides to
the processor array a problem size independency, making it able
to compute several problem sizes, without regenerating the
processor array. Thus, this module is composed by a Max and a
priority decoder combinational sub-modules.

The Control Array is composed by a set of control cells, which
includes combinational logic that checks the correct mapping of
the processor space and some module P-counters for generating
the activation pattern. The set of control cells is in charge of
activating a subset of PEs inside of the processor array at certain
time while the tiles are being scanned. Such activation occurs by
circulating the activation signal and the index bus injected by the
activation-signal injector module. The data circulation is per-
formed by knowing two specific characteristics of a PRA after the
space–time transformation: the activation pattern of the PEs and
the correct PE mapping of an iteration point~I from the processor space
P. The activation pattern provides an idea of how many clock
cycles the incoming activation signal must be kept activated inside
of control cell; whereas the correct mapping ensures that a PE
maps a valid processor space index point (specially in the case of
non-rectangular iteration spaces). Both characteristics are evaluat-
ed at execution time by the activation patter generator and bound-
aries detector units, respectively. Such run-time evaluation is
helpful for generating the control signals for a set of problem sizes
without the need of re-generating the controller. Thus, the activa-
tion pattern and the boundaries detector units includes combina-
tional logic in charge of performing their respective task at
execution time. Fig. 4 shows the control cell internal architecture.
Coarse lines indicate the input index bus injected from the activa-
tion-signal injector, and the activation signal coming from the con-
trol cell neighbors. The activation pattern generator controls the
enable signal of the corresponding PE, and it stops a FSM.
Similarly to the FSMs required by the sequence generator, the state
transitions of this machine are done according to the iteration
interval P, thereby internal modulo counters are included for each
control cell. The boundaries detector unit and some AND gates are
in charge of deciding if the activation signal must be sent to any of
neighboring cells. Moreover, the control cells have a set of registers
for storing the indexes and the activation signal generated by the
set of AND gates. These registers are enabled by following at the
same rate as the iteration interval and respecting the scheduler.
4.3. Memory interface

The memory system consists of address generator units (AGUs),
memory banks and registers working in serial-input/parallel-out-
put (SIPO) and parallel-input/serial-output (PISO) fashion. The
selection of these components, their interconnection, and their



Fig. 4. Generalization of the control cell architecture.
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internal architecture varies depending on the I/O variables and its
iteration dependent condition after space–time. These variables
can be grouped in two different possibilities: border and broadcast

mapping. A border mapping occurs when the index vector~I of CIð~IÞ
is transformed into processor space, and one dimension of the vec-

tor~I in the I/O variable is mapped to the time space. On the other

hand, a broadcast mapping occurs when the index vector~I of CIð~IÞ
is transformed into time space, and all dimensions of vector~I in the
I/O variable are mapped to the processor space. From these two
mapping possibilities, there are other two cases depending if the
PRA variable represents an input or output, resulting in a total of
four mapping possibilities. These I/O variables can be interpreted
as a representation of external memory, with a specification of
which PE will require a datum at certain time instant according
to the space–time mapping. Essentially, after the mapping and
depending on the variable type, four different architectural cases
could be derived. These four cases assemble a memory system
for inserting/extracting data to/from the processor array. These
cases are: input border mapping (Fig. 5a), output border mapping
(Fig. 5b), input broadcast mapping (Fig. 5c), and output broadcast
mapping (Fig. 5d).

The processor array memory system satisfies the constraint that
all data are required and produced by the processor array during
each clock cycle respecting the algorithm data dependences. This
constraint can be interpreted as the worst case scenario when
the processor array is derived, i.e. when a clock cycle is equal to
the iteration interval (P = 1). Also, the use of dual-port memories
for each memory bank and the possibility to extract two data per
memory port in a processor clock cycle are assumed. This last
assumption requires to double the external memory clock frequen-
cy (Clkmem) with respect to the processor array clock frequency
(Clkpa), i.e. Clkmem = 2 � Clkpa. The combination of both assump-
tions leads to have a data extraction rate of four data per memory
bank in a processor clock cycle. In addition, these assumptions try
to provide as multiple communication channels as the processor
array requires. For instance, in the case of the border mappings
(either for input or output variables) the number of communica-
tion channels is given by one of the processor array size para-
meters, i.e. SSp0 or SSp1; whereas in the broadcast mapping, the
number o channels changes in a quadratic way as the processor
array size is altered. Fortunately, all the communication channels
are not used at the same time when the broadcast mapping is
derived, and the original number of channels (SSp0 � SSp1) could
be decreased, since a fraction of these potentialcommunications
are required in parallel at a same time instant. Finally, due to the
four mapping cases, derived from the I/O variables and its iteration
dependent condition, there are also four different architectural
modules. Fig. 6 shows the internal architecture of these four cases.
In these figures, for sake of simplicity, two AGUs are grouped into
the TAGM sub-modules.

It should be noted that in the output border case, data produced
by the processor array is recollected at the processor borders
despite of they are not necessarily produced by the border PEs in
the processor array. This last situation occurs when the problem
size does not fit exactly in the partitioned array. In such case, data
are produced by inner PEs, and these data must be sent to the pro-
cessor array border. The sending of output data originated inside
the array is accomplished by placing a layer of registers data array
composed by a set of registers following the interconnection struc-
ture of the processor array. Another situation that should be noted
is that in the input broadcast cases a block of data (equals to the
number of PEs) is required each time a tile is being scanned.
Such data block must be sent in advance to each PE where each
datum of the data block is required. The forwarding requires send-
ing all data contained in the block from one processor border, and
sending these data simultaneously. Each time that a sub-block (a
part of the data blocks) passes through a pipeline stage, one datum
of the sub-block is taken by a PE while the remaining data are sent
to the next pipeline stage. This approach calls for a high quantity of
registers for storing the pipelined data at each pipelining stage. In
fact, the set of such registers could be abstracted as an array of
registers where the number of registers is decreasing as data get
further from the border. This array is called broadcast data array,



(c)

(a)

(d)
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Fig. 5. Architectural cases according to the variable type and the mapping possibilities.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Interconnection example of the (a) input border case, (b) output border case, (c) input broadcast case and (d) output broadcast case.
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and an example of such array is shown in Fig. 7 for a processor
array of 8 � 8 PEs. In this figure grey boxes represent the set of
registers and the numbers above the lines indicate the amount of
data that it is being pipelined. In Fig. 7, it is assumed that data
travels horizontally, but this idea could apply in the case of data
are propagated vertically. Besides, this same array is required in
the case of output broadcast.
4.4. Integrated system

Fig. 8 shows the block diagram integrating the processor array
data-path, the controller, and the memory system showing in dif-
ferent colors the two clock domains. In this integrated system, the
tile and time indexes are generated by the sequence generator,
later these indexes are decoded by the activation-signal injector



Fig. 7. Broadcast data array for an 8 � 8 processor array. From the SIPO side to the
other border, the data bus is being decreased.
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and by the AGUs in order to generate the processor array activation
sequence and the input memory addresses, respectively. Data
extracted from memory are inserted inside the processor array
by the SIPO elements and at the same time the activation signal
is injected to the processor array. All intermediate data produced
by the array is stored in FIFOs and it is reused without accessing
external memory (like a scratch memory). Once results are being
produced by the processor array they are recollected by PISO reg-
isters and they are stored in an output memory. It is important to
emphasize that the integrated system is able to support different
scheduler functions by changing the mathematical expressions
mapped to combinational logic in:

� The Max/Min sub-modules located in the sequence generator
(control scheme).
� The Max sub-modules placed in the activation-signal injector

(control scheme).
� The boundaries detector and the activation pattern generator

sub-modules in the control cells (control scheme).
� The AGU sub-modules required by each architectural case

(external memory).
Fig. 8. Complete processor array block diagram, integrating the control, dat
Moreover, if the projection vector is also changed, by the correct
selection of the memory architectural cases it is possible to support
different space–time transformations.
5. Results

5.1. Experimental setup

The proposed HLS approach has been tested generating proces-
sor arrays for three different algorithms: MatMul algorithm, and
Cholesky and LU decomposition algorithms. The MatMul algorithm
is high external data demanding, whereas the Cholesky and LU
algorithms have non-rectangular loop bounds. The space–time
mapping for MatMul was derived by using the scheduler function
~k = [1 1 1], and the projection vector ~u = [1 0 0]t; the mapping for

Cholesky was obtained from the scheduler~k = [1 1 1], and the pro-
jection ~u = [0 0 1]t; and the space–time mapping for LU was

obtained from ~k = [1 1 1], and ~u = [0 0 1]t. The iteration interval
for these arrays is equal to the most time expensive operation pre-
sented in the algorithm. In the case of MatMul, multiplication and
addition require one clock cycle, thus one iteration interval is equal
to one clock cycle, whereas in the Cholesky and LU cases, the itera-
tion interval is equal to 21 clock cycles due to the division latency.
Each one of these implementations has a data and control word of
32-bit and 11-bit respectively. According to [31], with a control
word of 11-bit, problem sizes of N � N, where 1 < N < 372, are pos-
sible to be solved. Finally, the memory banks required in the mem-
ory system are assumed to be off-chip memories.

The MatMul, Cholesky and LU processor arrays have been
placed and routed with Xilinx ISE 13.1, and targeted for a
Spartan-6 XC6SLXCSG324C FPGA device included in the Digilent
Atlys Development Board. This board includes a 128 MByte DDR2
memory with a 16-bit data bus, which was used for storing the
input and output matrixes. Also, for comparison purpose,
aMicroBlaze soft-processor has been used implementing the same
algorithms but in a sequential fashion. The MicroBlaze implemen-
tation includes a 64-KB of local memory without cache, and the
AXI Bus for peripheral interconnections. Mainly, the soft-processor
was used for measuring the loop-kernel execution time including
the external memory accesses. The optimization compiling flag
was placed in -O3 in order to obtain the maximum compilation
effort.
a-path, internal memories (FIFO), and external input/output memories.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of MatMul execution times for two processor arrays and the
MicroBlaze implementation.

Table 2
PAR results for a MicroBlaze implementation and four processor arrays targeted for a XC6SLX45 FPGA device.

FPGA resources MatMul MatMul Cholesky LU MicroBlaze processor

Name Available 2 � 2 PEs 4 � 4 PEs 2 � 2 PEs 2 � 2 PEs

Slice Regs 54,576 1702 5770 3207 3345 3703
Slice LUTs 27,288 2312 7607 8523 7993 3782
Block RAM 116 116 116 60 60 42
DSP48E1 58 16 42 26 24 3
Max freq (MHz) 45.68 44.62 52.45 51.72 97.75
Power (W) 0.398 0.756 0.334 0.216 0.973

Table 3
Average speed-up and energy consumption per LUT of the four processor arrays.

Metric name MatMul 2 � 2 PEs MatMul 4 � 4 PEs Cholesky 2 � 2 PEs LU 2 � 2 PEs MicroBlaze processor

Avg. speed-up 6.05 10.2 5.34 5.18 1
Avg. improvement 24.2 6.5 6.9 11.04 1
mW/LUT 0.172 0.099 0.039 0.027 0.257
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Fig. 10. Comparison of Cholesky execution times for a processor array and the
MicroBlaze implementation.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of LU execution times for a processor array and the MicroBlaze
implementation.
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5.2. Implementation results

Table 2 summarizes the place and route (PAR) results for three
processor arrays and the MicroBlaze implementation. The FIFO ele-
ments required by the processor array are implemented using
BRAMs, and the square root and division operations required by
the Cholesky and LU decomposition are implemented using the
Xilinx’s IP cores. Also, Table 2 shows the operational frequency
and the dynamic power consumption estimated by the Xilinx’s
XPower Analyzer using the maximum operational frequencies
obtained after PAR, setting the FPGA supply parameters as
VCCINT = 1.2, and VCCAUX = 2.5 Volts. Note that the operational
frequency of the 4 � 4 array decreases 1% compared against the
2 � 2 array implementation despite the amount of PEs has been
quadrupled. Although theoretically with an 11-bit control word
the processor arrays are able to solve problem sizes no larger than
342 � 342, there is a memory limitation according to the target
device characteristics. In the case of the selected XC6SLX45 FPGA
device, the number of BRAMs does not allow to solve problem size
bigger than 250 � 250 for the MatMul processor array case, and
180 � 180 for the Cholesky and LU arrays. In the MatMul case, all
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Fig. 13. Cholesky throughput per power unit for a processor array and the
MicroBlaze implementation.
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the BRAMs are used for storing intermediate data in FIFO mem-
ories. On the other hand, since the IP cores used in the Cholesky
and LU arrays require BRAMs for implementing the division func-
tionality not all BRAMs could be used for storing data. Moreover,
the four processor array implementations consume least power
compared to the MicroBlaze processor, since their power opera-
tional frequencies are almost 2� slower than in the soft-processor.
However, such operational frequency disadvantage is overcome
with the fact that the processor arrays have at least 4� more pro-
cessing elements than the MicroBlaze implementation, and that
the processor arrays do not stall their computations in order to
access to the external memory; thus a speed-up compared to the
soft-processor is achieved.

Table 3 shows the energy consumed by each LUT according to
the PAR results shown in Table 2, the average speed-up and the
average improvement compared against the MicroBlaze. The
improvement is calculated by multiplying the speed-up, the usage
of LUTs and the power consumed of each array compared against
the MicroBlaze soft-processor. In order to calculate the speed-up
some considerations were made. Recall that the memory system
tries to provide as many communication channels as the processor
array requires. In the case of the MatMul and LU processor arrays
three and six 32-bit communication channels are required for the
2 � 2 and 4 � 4 PEs respectively. In contrast, two 32-bit communi-
cation channels are required for the 2 � 2 Cholesky processor
array. Since the MicroBlaze experimental platform has only one
16-bit communication channel, the speed-up results assume the
use of the same one-half communication channel. In this sense,
although the operational frequency of the processor arrays is
almost 2� slower than the MicroBlaze frequency, an acceleration
for the four arrays is achieved. Mainly this is a consequence of that
the MicroBlaze processor dedicates more time for performing
external memory accesses than the processor arrays. Recall that
the processor arrays include a memory system which is in charge
of the external memory accesses while the processor array is work-
ing, thus the memory system does not stall the processor array
computations.

Besides, note that the processor array implementations con-
sume fewer power per LUT compared against the MicroBlaze pro-
cessor; therefore the processor arrays perform their operations in a
more power-efficient way than the soft-processor. With the power
per LUT metric (mW/LUT), a more realistic measurement of the
power required for performing computation and comparison
against a sequential processor implemented in the same technology
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Fig. 12. MatMul throughput per power unit for two processor arrays and the
MicroBlaze implementation.
can be achieved. In addition, if the speed-up, and usage of LUTs and
the total power consumed by each implementation is considered a
minimum improvement of 6.5� could be achieved.

Figs. 9–11 show the time required for solving different problem
sizes for the MatMul, Cholesky and LU algorithms implemented in
processor arrays compared against a MicroBlaze implementation.
In these graphics, the y-axis represents the execution time in
logarithmic scale, while the x-axis represents the problem size N
from 1 � 1 to 180 � 180. Note that the execution time achieved
by each implementation is less than the time required for their cor-
responding sequential implementation (MicroBlaze), despite that
the MatMul, Cholesky and LU processor arrays have slower clock
frequencies. For instance, in the case of the MatMul processor array
the execution time achieved for the processor arrays is minor than
the time required for their corresponding sequential implementa-
tions. Note that the execution time achieved by each implementa-
tion is less than the time required for their corresponding
sequential implementation, despite that the processor arrays have
slower clock frequencies. Specially, in the case of implementation
4 � 4 MatMul processor array an order of magnitude difference
with respect of its sequential implementation is achieved when
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Fig. 14. LU throughput per power unit for a processor array and the MicroBlaze
implementation.
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N = 80. In the cases of Cholesky and LU implementations, when
N = 180 a speed-up of 5x is achieved.

With the purpose of providing an idea of the execution times
compared to a personal computer, a quick comparison against
the sequential implementations coded in C, and targeted for a
computer with an Intel Xeon at 2.4 GHz, 12 GB in RAM (DDR3)
was performed. In summary, the execution time comparison
shows an acceleration of 1.1� and 4.2� for the 2 � 2 and 4 � 4
MatMul processor arrays, respectively; whereas for the 2 � 2
Cholesky and LU arrays no execution time improvement is
achieved.

Finally, Figs. 12–14 show the throughput per power unit
achieved by the processor arrays implementations and their
corresponding MicroBlaze implementation. The y-axis represents
the [MB/s]/W in logarithmic scale, while the x-axis represents
the problem size N from 1 � 1 to 180 � 180. In these figures, note
that the throughput achieved by the four arrays is similar since the
amount of bytes delivered per second is limited by the 16-bit
communication channel available in the Atlys Board. Despite this
limitation, when N = 180 the 4 � 4 MatMul processor array imple-
mentation has an improvement of 2.2� on the throughput per
power unit compared against the other two processor array imple-
mentations. However, it should be noted that the 4 � 4 MatMul
implementation has four times more PEs than the 2 � 2 MatMul,
Cholesky and LU arrays (due to the 4 � 4 array has more commu-
nication channels). Nevertheless, the throughputs achieved by the
MatMul, Cholesky and LU processor arrays are larger than the
throughput of their corresponding sequential implementation. In
fact, in the Cholesky and LU cases, the throughput achieved when
N = 180 is one order of magnitude greater than the MicroBlaze
implementations.
6. Conclusions

In this paper a HLS approach for generating embedded proces-
sor arrays based on the polytope model has been presented. Due
to mathematical expressions obtained after space–time transfor-
mation are mapped to combinational logic, the proposed approach
is able to support different schedulers, allocators and iteration
intervals. Moreover, the derived processor arrays are able to solve
a set of problem size without the need of generating several arrays
for each problem size.

The proposed approach has been validated by generating three
different processor arrays for three different cases of study. Unlike
previous works, the processor arrays derived by the proposed solu-
tion provide support for solving a set of several problem size
depending on the memory available in the FPGA, and on the con-
trol word width. These processor arrays could be used as generic
co-processors for embedded environments due to they are inde-
pendent of the problem size to be solved. Also, the proposed
approach provides a solution for efficient data memory accesses
and data transferring for feeding the processor array.
Implementation results show that the generated processor arrays
achieve an acceleration with respect of a MicroBlaze processor
despite their low operational frequency. These low frequencies
allow the processor arrays consume fewer power compared again-
st the MicroBlaze processor. Therefore, the processor arrays use
efficiently the FPGA computational resources (LUTs), providing an
acceleration with a few power consumption compared against
the MicroBlaze implementation.
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